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Project objectives
The project’s objectives are:
•

•

•

Development of a software platform
o Understand, experiment with, design and build a collective intelligence
techno-social federated collaborative platform that will foster the
sustainability of communities of collaborative production.
o Deploy several customised nodes of the federated platform in which
real-world communities will interact, participate, and collaboratively
create content
Theory and Policy
o Develop CBPP theory, based on multidisciplinary and multi-method
research on CBPP, and determine the factors for success, productivity,
and resilience in communities (“best practices”).
o Develop a set of value metrics and reward mechanisms that incentivise
the participation of citizens in CBPP.
o Simulate the new sustainability models proposed, showing how robust
they are in the face of diverse community conditions.
o Verify the compatibility of the proposed models with innovation policies
and provide a series of policy recommendations for public administrations
to encourage CBPP-driven social innovation.
Data and Resources
o Provide a directory of existing CBPP communities, together with their
main characteristics.
o Maintain an open web-based CBPP archive, with the collected data-sets,
surveys, reports, Open Educational Resources and open-access
publications, freely available to other researchers and third-parties under
an open copyleft license. This includes a project public repository with all
code available as free/open source.
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Workshop on platform

Executive Summary
This deliverable reports the results of the workshop “Free/Open Source
Distributed Platforms for Peer Production”, which was held in Madrid on 9 and
10 December 2013. The purpose of the workshop was to discuss the software
platforms that the CAPS projects are using, and explore points of collaboration.
The workshop accomplished its main goals of sharing information concerning
the CAPS software platforms, discussing a wide variety of issues, and finding
several ways of collaboration among the projects.
The workshop engaged 16 people from 9 countries and 6 CAPS projects (1 IP, 4
STREP, 1 CSA), from both technical and interdisciplinary profiles. The workshop
provided space for the projects’ representatives to present their platforms and
receive feedback. In addition, several participatory dynamics took place in
order to explore the projects’ potential and encourage collaboration. A
“Knowledge Café”, during which participants were divided into groups, one per
table, discussed several topics in a given timing, switched tables periodically
and got introduced to the previous discussion at their new table by a "table
host". Brainstormings and task-oriented discussions also took place, facilitated
by a professional.
The projects discussed and agreed on a wide variety of topics, mostly related to
the CAPS software platforms. Some points of collaboration were found:
assessment of technologies (e.g. Apache Wave), methodologies (e.g. UX Lean
Design) and theoretical results (e.g. CBPP research findings). Communication
concerning open protocols and standards (OpenSocial, Wave) was strengthened
and feedback was provided to the CSA on how to aid the other CAPS projects
Also discussed were issues concerning platform interoperability or at least
platform light integration. Best practices concerning topics such as the
engagement of users, handling with communities, events, and ethical issues
were exchanged.
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1 Introduction
This deliverable reports the results of the workshop “Free/Open Source Distributed
Platforms for Peer Production”, which was held in Madrid on 9 and 10 December 2013.
The purpose of the workshop was to discuss the software platforms the CAPS 1 projects
are using, and explore points of collaboration.
All CAPS projects were invited to participate. Of those,
• Six accepted the invitation:
• CHEST (although because of last minute issues they could not come, they
had an online participation)
• D-CENT
• DecarboNet
• Ia4Si
• P2Pvalue (4 partners joined)
• Wikirate
• Five declined:
• Catalyst
• CAP4ACCESS (the project had not yet started)
• CAPS2020
• USEMP (not interested on the subject of the workshop)
• Web-COSI (the project had not yet started)
• Two did not answer:
• Digital Social Innovation Study
• SciCafe 2.0
Some figures:
• 2 days
• 14 people + 1 online + 1 facilitator
• 6 CAPS projects: 1 IP, 4 STREP, 1 CSA
• Participants from 9 countries

1

CAPS projects are considered those funded by the Objectives 5.5 and 1.7b of the call FP7-ICT-2013-10. CAPS
stands for “Collective Awareness Platforms for Sustainability and Social Innovation”. They are listed in
http://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/en/caps-projects
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This report is organized as follows. The next two chapters present the basic
information that was provided to announce the workshop and its agenda. The
following chapters provide a description of the topics that were covered during the
workshop. Chapter 4 describes the CAPS software platforms that were presented
during the first part of the workshop (including CHEST, which was presented in the
second day, and a discussion on P2Pvalue/Kune gadgets also on the second day).
Chapter 5 describes the methodology and the participatory dynamics that were
applied in order to find ways of collaboration among the CAPS projects. Chapter 6
outlines some theoretical discussions around a taxonomy of CAPS software platforms.
The final chapter, 7, provides some concluding remarks, followed by the references.
Note that the workshop also included informal talks, small side meetings and
discussion time during breaks, in sum much more than this report can capture.
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2 General & Logistic Info
The workshop was organized with the following information.

Audience expected
We'll have both general and technical discussions. Initially more general, discussing
the platforms broadly, or possible ways to collaborate among different platforms... but
this will inevitably spark more technical discussions getting into the details. We will
count with both profiles in the workshop: devs/techies and interdisciplinary
backgrounds.

Program
•

The program is open and it depends on the participants' contributions

•

We expect all projects attending to prepare at least a short presentation
explaining the software/tools/protocols they are willing to use or have under
consideration

•

We encourage proposals of lightning talks (2-5min), short tutorials, and specific
topics for discussion in round tables

Topics
•

Free/Open Source Distributed Platforms for Peer Production

•

Which software platform/technology will, each CAPS project, use as base for
development?

•

Platforms for communication: e.g. social-networking, microblogging

•

Platforms for collaboration: e.g. wikis, pads, wave

•

For discussion: Diaspora, Kune/Wave, Lorea/Elgg, etc

•

Tutorials, e.g. Gadgets & Bots in Kune/Wave

Location
•

Facultad de Informática (Faculty of Computer Science)
Universidad Complutense de Madrid (UCM)
C/ Prof. José García Santesmases, s/n, 28040, Madrid (Spain)

•

https://plus.google.com/115883879948462881511/about?hl=en

•

http://informatica.ucm.es

Logistics
•

Open to participation: No registration fees

•

It is expected that the participants pay for their own trips, hosting and meals

•

Lunch of both days will be in the same UCM building. We will propose a common
place for dinner on the 9th
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3 Agenda
Monday 9th December
Room: First Floor, @Sala de Reuniones
09:00
09:30
11:15
11:45
13:00

Arrival & Registration
Presentations of CAPS software platforms (DecarboNet, Ia4Si, D-CENT)
Coffee Break
Presentations of CAPS software platforms (Wikirate, P2Pvalue)
Lunch @Ground Floor

Room: First Floor, @Sala de Reuniones
14:00 Participatory workspace to find out ways of collaboration
17:00 Summing up
20:00 “Cañas & Tapas” @Mercado de San Miguel
21:30 Dinner @Zerain Restaurant

Tuesday 10th December
Room: First Floor, @Sala de Juntas
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
13:00

Study on Software Platforms
Introduction to Kune/Wave Gadgets
Presentation of CAPS project CHEST
Coffee Break
Round table & Discussion
Lunch @Ground Floor

Room: First Floor, @Sala de Reuniones
14:00 Round table & Discussion
15:00 Closing
16:00 Space for small meetings & chatting
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4 CAPS software platforms
The workshop provided space for all attending CAPS projects to present their project,
focusing on the software platform, tools and protocols they are using/developing.
Thus, each project representative made a slide-based presentation with its subsequent
discussion. A summary of the presentations and discussions follows.

DecarboNet: A Decarbonisation Platform for
Citizen Empowerment and Translating
Collective Awareness into Behavioural Change
The DecarboNet project (Decarbonet, 2013) aims to create citizen empowerment
and to translate collective awareness into behavioural change, specifically
looking for:
• Raising Individual and Collective Awareness (Personal Efficacy)
• Triggering Behavioral Change and Foster Social Innovation
• Analysing Behavioral Patterns and Information Diffusion Processes

It is developed around a context-specific repository of carbon reduction strategies.
From a technical point of view, this is a set communication and knowledge co-creation
tools. They are the base of a “Collective Awareness Platform” depicted in the following
workflow, which collects, analyses and displays information from a wide range of
sources regarding social behaviour in climate change issues:

5

The Collaboration Platform is the repository of collective knowledge, tracking usage
patterns
and
behaviours
from
different
ecological
resources
(http://www.ecoresearch.net/climate, a.k.a. Media Watch) (Scharl et al, 2007).
Its core is an ad-hoc software created 10 years ago. It is a large search index that uses
Natural Language Processing (NLP) and keyword/ontology associations as main
techniques for data processing. Data is collected by a web crawler from the open
sources and partners: environmental NGOs, news media, Fortune 1000 companies,
and social media users (Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, Google+).
The Web user interface is shown as a Dashboard, providing data visualization, trends
and collaboration features. It’s implemented by the Weblyzard technology and actually
it represents the most challenging part of the project from a technical point of view. It
integrates pretty new frameworks, such as FLOSS d3.js for data visualization and
Aloha HTML5 Editor and proprietary software Wikidocs for real-time collaborative
edition. Other software tools in the project are the social media applications, on-line
games with a purpose and energy control devices which provide additional behaviour
information to the search index.
After requesting more information throughout the discussions, a quick demonstration
of the analysis and monitoring software platform, Media Watch, was shown. It showed
NLP-based sentiment analysis (Maynard et al, 2013) and entity-based tag clouds
aggregating from the multiple sources mentioned. They claimed that one of their aims
is to integrate this tool with powerful real-time collaborative capabilities, so the tool
can use community-created documents and not just external sources. They are
currently exploring several FLOSS2 technologies for collaboration, such as TogetherJS
from Mozilla.

Ia4Si: Impact assessment for Social Innovation
IA4SI (IA4SI, 2013) is a support action aiming at developing a structured methodology
able to evaluate the potential socio-political, economic and environmental impacts of
collective awareness platforms for sustainability and social innovation. The
methodology will also map key characteristics able to determine a broader uptake of
the Collective Awareness Platforms (CAPS) initiatives. The IA4SI methodology will
represent a combination of qualitative and quantitative approaches and will consider
both tangible and intangible impacts. IA4SI will support and offer opportunities for
knowledge exchange and synergies development to CAPS projects. It will do so by:
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•

Developing a socio-economic impact assessment methodology for the
specific field of social innovation

•

Offering three online tools for impact self-assessment, enabling projects to
understand and improve their impacts. The three tools will be targeted to: the

Free/Libre/Open Source Software
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projects, their users and European citizens that will be engaged in the
evaluation of the projects by voting;
•

Identifying best practices and supporting them in reaching the planned impact
on communities;

•

Creating synergies and coordination among funded projects on social
innovation;

•

Engaging European citizens in the evaluation of social innovation projects’
outputs and in becoming aware of the potentialities of the social innovation
approach;

•

Developing policy recommendations and a research roadmap for integrating
different initiatives with the final aim of increasing their impact on communities
and their capability to address societal challenges.

The CAPS projects representatives were interested on the methodology for evaluating
the CAPS platforms, and it was clarified the participatory process in which the
methodology will be developed, seeking involvement of the CAPS projects in the
definition and validation. Besides, there was plenty of interest on how IA4SI could
facilitate citizens to use the CAPS software platforms and help them increase their use
and impact. Citizens will also be requested to vote about the platforms and the
projects outputs.

D-CENT: Decentralised Citizens ENgagement
Technologies for direct democracy and
economic empowerment
D-CENT (D-CENT, 2013) aim is to provide civil society with immediately usable digital
tools for direct democracy and economic empowerment. Besides, it also aims to grow
long-term alternatives to today’s highly centralised platforms and power structures.
The major outcome will be an open, federated and decentralised social networking
platform for large scale collaboration based on integrating successful open-source
tools and services that enable to share in real-time open data, democratic decision
making, and digital currency for the social good. The platform will support use cases in
three areas supported by three modules in the platform:
• Digital social currency
• Crowdsourcing Open Data
• Direct democracy
The technical design of the platform will be in charge of the Social Web Working Group
Charter of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). Hence, the platform will be aligned
with the W3C recommendations (W3C, 2013) in the following topics:
• Open formats for social data based on ActivityStreams (http://activitystrea.ms)
(Eschenauer, 2010)
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• Open

API for Web applications interoperability based on OpenSocial
(http://opensocial.org/) (Mitchell-Wong et al, 2007)
• Web protocol to allow the federation of status updates and other data based on
XMPP protocol (http://xmpp.org) (Saint-Andre, 2011)
There is a clear alignment of D-CENT and P2Pvalue aims, and thus this triggered a
vivid discussion trying to clarify and deepen the knowledge of each others’ technical
aims. There was interest of D-CENT UX Lean Design methodology (Gothelf & Seiden,
2013), an agile methodology for engaging citizens in the platform design through user
experience prototypes. The software platform plans to be developed after they know
“what the user wants”, and will be developed in Ruby on Rails by NEO software
development company. They still don’t know if they will reuse existing FLOSS or be
programmed from scratch.
D-CENT explained multiple issues concerning their areas of research: frustration of
Spanish 15M/DRY with Elgg-based social network Lorea (Cabello et al, 2012); multiple
issues with the liquid democracy software (used by the Pirate Party in Germany); or
the non-social nature of bitcoin as a digital currency.
More technical discussions followed, and it was clarified how the W3C/D-CENT aims to
empower the OpenSocial open standard, with a new 3.0 version, from a more
security-driven approach. This standard is also followed by the P2Pvalue software
platform gadgets. Afterwards, there was a review of the current federation protocols
(OStatus, XMPP, Wave, etc), and how none of them has been truly successful. The
W3C/D-CENT will update the survey done on 2010 (W3C, 2010) during 2013 and 2014.
The group also discussed new standard concerning JSON activity streams, and several
issues concerning cryptography. The discussion ended reaching agreement on the
need for real interoperability, and W3C/-DCENT agreed that ideally they should seek a
standard that can interoperate with Kune. A possibility would be to build a Ruby
version of a Wave-compliant client.

Wikirate: Crowdsource Better Companies
Wikirate (Wikirate, 2013) is a CAPS project with the aim to answer the question “How
companies affect the people?”. It is based on an open software platform of shared
information about companies in two flavours: analysis of subjects and claims. First
type are analysis statements for a specific company and topic. Second refer to claims
related with an specific subject analysis which cites a specific information source
(NGO, News…)
Wikirate service is based on Wagn, a Ruby-based FLOSS platform for team-driven
websites initially released in 2009. It provides structured data components to support
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Wikirate concepts (companies, topics, claims…) and collaborative editing of the
contents. There is a kind of Wiki, where there are different roles: readers, who
participate consuming the content. Editors, who can edit the content in-place with a
WYSIWYG editor. Wagneers can organize and arrange data in “cards”, creating types
of cards, connecting types and writing queries for retrieving cards. In general, the
benefits provided are:
• Combines CMS, Wiki and database capabilities.
• Web users are empowered to create like coders.
• Reduced contexts or areas of word i.e. there is no admin area.
• All changes are tracked and reversible.
• It provides a flexible and high-level mods system to add more features.
Initially the discussion focused on the motivations behind Wikirate (Visser, 2014),
which is concerned that Corporate Social Responsibility is not working well enough,
and companies should be rated by users, although using the rigour of claims with
sources and not just informal rating as many “corporate watch” websites. It was
requested specific details and a live demonstration of the Wagn platform, showing how
their data is structured and the wiki asynchronous edition.

P2Pvalue: Techno-social platform for
sustainable models and value generation in
commons-based peer production in the Future
Internet
The P2Pvalue project (P2Pvalue, 2013) was introduced in first day’s morning, while the
P2Pvalue platform gadgets were introduced during the second day. In the following
summary we merge both discussions.
P2Pvalue is an European project that aims to study the commons-based peer
production online communities (such as Wikipedia, FLOSS, OpenStreetMap, etc);
understand which are the main factors that affect their evolution and productivity;
propose metrics and rewards from the individual level for the promotion of
participation; build a decentralised software platform that will integrate
recommendations to boost sustainability both in the macro (communities) and micro
levels (participants); test the platform and hypotheses in real communities.
It was noted that the project followed Objective 1.7b (FIRE: Future Internet Research
Experimentation) and not 5.5 as most CAPS projects. The project partners and work
plan were outlined, in order to later focus on the software platform, which is based on
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the collaborative software Kune. Kune is a FLOSS federated collaborative social
network, developed since 2007 and under the umbrella of the Comunes Nonprofit. It is
compliant with Apache Wave (Weis & Wacker, 2011), XMPP, OpenSocial and
Websockets (all open protocols and open standards) and plans to perform testing over
the community networks of the FIRE CONFINE project. Due to the common standards
used by P2Pvalue and D-CENT, some technical discussions followed, providing an
insight on the structure of the platform, and especially on Apache Wave. Wave’s
history was summarised, for participants to fully understand its origins and
technological potentials, especially concerning the Wave Federation Protocol initially
developed by Google and today from the Apache Foundation. After the Wave Gadget
tutorial, there were intense technical discussions on the Wave Gadget/Robot structure.
Gadgets and Robots are OpenSocial-compliant third-party applications (similar to
Facebook apps) that run on top of Wave/Kune. D-CENT was very interested on
P2Pvalue’s use of them, in order to take it into account for the 3.0 version of
OpenSocial.

CHEST: Collective enHanced. Environment for
Social Tasks
The CHEST project (CHEST, 2013) was presented in the workshop second day, and
through online video-conference, as due to last minute unexpected difficulties, no
CHEST representatives could physically attend the workshop. CHEST, opposite to the
rest of CAPS projects, is an Integrated Project (IP). It aims to foster social innovation
and sustainable cooperation through the provision of an open collective deliberation
platform to support innovative ideas and initiatives with a seed finance and
crowd-funding approach. In order to do so, it will:
Engage a large base of organizations, networks, and programs that already operate
successfully in the areas of social innovation, entrepreneurship, early stage business
incubation, service design, and creativity.
Create a liquid information and social deliberation platform, based on a cooperative
awareness approach and implemented on top of a broad spectrum of social media.
Thus, it will give voice to communities bearing interests about hard-to-solve,
high-impact social problems, promoting the emergence of innovative social innovation
ventures that address those problems, allowing a transparent and collective testing
and selection of social innovation proposals.
The presentation was guided by the participants enquiries, concerning the two rounds
of open calls and the structure of the crowd-based process facilitated by their software
platform. As platform they will reuse the Cubrik crowdsourcing platform (from the FP7
IP CUBRIK) adapted to manage the open calls (for ideas, for partners and for
applications) and user engagement. The discussions ended up revolving mainly
around the details on the open calls, whose structure was praised and raised interest
among all participants.
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5 Finding points of collaboration among the
CAPS projects
Methodology
The workshop main challenge was to find points of collaboration among the present
CAPS projects. The idea was to find ways in which, without substantially increasing the
workload, each project could engage with other project(s) in common tasks, share
resources, coordinate developments, use common standards/protocols/tools.
In order to facilitate this process, the UCM organization hired the a internationally
recognised social enterprise, Altekio (Altekio, 2013), specialised in facilitating
collective processes in organizations and events. They have professional expertise in a
large collection of group dynamics, processes and methodologies. In this workshop,
they used two methodologies for engaging the participants.

A view of the Workshop during the start of the Knowledge Café

First, they used the method “Knowledge Café” (KC), also known as “World Café”
(Brown, 2005). This is a structured conversational process which has the following
steps:
• The room has several tables, chairs, and coffee/juice for everyone, with ambient
chill-out music.
• All participants sit while the facilitator explains the purpose and rules of the KC.
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The idea behind is that most productive conversations happen in “coffee
breaks”, so this method tries to empower that informal set-up. A frame question
is proposed and written in a blackboard, which will be later broken in three
specific questions (which are initially ignored by the participants).
• The group breaks into small groups, with about five people in each group, each
group in a table. The facilitator gives the first question (in a flip chart) and a
timing for discussing the question topic. The participants share informally any
thoughts, insights and ideas on the topic.
• Each table has a “table host”, a person who will take notes and make sure the
participants are engaged and the topic is discussed.
• After the time is up, all participants change table, except each table host, who
remain in their table. The facilitator provides then the second specific question.
The table hosts explain to the newcomers what they discussed previously in
that table and later engage in the new question. The idea is that every
participant brings knowledge and ideas from previous discussions, boosting
ideas mix, feedback and inspiration.
• A third round follows with another table change and specific question.
• Finally, the “table hosts” summarise for everyone the discussions in each table.

Diagram showing the Knowledge Café approach
CC-BY Image by http://www.theworldcafe.com
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Second, and based on the ideas of the KC, the participants sit in a circle of chairs. They
were provided with sheets of paper and encouraged to individually brainstorm
important topics that they feel they would like to talk deeper. Thus, after some
minutes, there is a collection of proposed topics. Each proposes explains why she finds
it relevant and why she needs to deepen into it. Afterwards, the group tries to find
relations among the proposed topics, and when possible trying to merge them. The
aim is to have, ideally, 4 topics to be discussed (A, B, C, D), with a first round where A
and B are discussed, and a second round for C and D. The group is splitted then in two,
with participants choosing which topic to discuss. After 15 minutes, the group gets
united and splits again freely for the last two topics. Each time, the group discussions
must be guided by a given table to fill-in, which is strongly task-oriented: the group
should agree on next action to take place, who will do it, which resources will be
needed, with which aim, and when. Finally, conclusions and summing up take place,
focusing on next actions.

On the left, Altekio’s logo. On the right, Javier Fernandez, the professional facilitator that
participated in the Workshop, while opening the second round of the Knowledge Café.
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Knowledge Café
The Knowledge Café method was followed, using the frame question “How do we find
points of collaboration among us?” and the following three specific questions:
1. “Which interesting or inspiring ideas did you hear this morning?” (i.e. in the
CAPS platforms presentations)
2. “Which other ideas you have to build cooperation between us?”
3. “Which future scenarios of your partnerships do you envisage?” (i.e. when the
projects end in 3 years time)
The method worked pretty well and the participants came up with a large amount of
ideas. Some issues discussed in the tables were, concerning the first question:
Technical
• Apache Wave specification at P2Pvalue could be interesting for the W3C and
D-CENT
• Discussion about if there are any driving forces for distributed social networking.
Some are outlined, such as data protection, specially relevant in Europe, and
business-oriented cases, including distributed organizations. We acknowledge
that the EU is putting resources to develop this kind of platforms.
Design
• Discussion on different approaches for design: instead of creating a platform
and then look for the community, listening to the community and create a
platform according to the feedback of the users.
• Go to communities to find users. The D-CENT project will find out what they are
actually using, what they would like to use and then they will create mockups to
implement their tools using agile methodologies. They find very interesting
being in the same space as users do. Their results can be used to guide
adaptations for the other CAPS platforms.
• Our projects are more user-oriented than technically-oriented, which is found
generally positive

Other topics
• Digital currencies integrated in software platforms to incentivise participation in
the online community
• IA4SI methodology and willingness to facilitate the CAPS projects work, even
helping the platforms to attract users
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Issues concerning the second round:
Discussion on how to engage users in collaborative production. It was explained
and highlighted the 90-9-1 principle: 90% of the users are viewers, 9% engage
occasionally, 1% belong to the core group (Brandtzæg & Heim 2008)
• Using IA4SI project to gather projects looking for communities
• Performing marketing studies in order to understand what’s working for
attracting users. E.g. identify driving forces such as data protection
awareness, distributed organizations or to be Google skeptical.
• Study suitable communities and promoting the software there
• CAPS event so all platforms attract users together
• Share best practices among CAPS projects on what worked in order to
engage users and move forward in the 90-9-1
• Exchange of knowledge on metrics and user dynamics of the communities
among the CAPS projects
Platform integration
• Discussion about using existing software to build new projects, such as
IA4SI. There are technical constraints, as they are using Drupal
• Technical discussion about the architecture of Kune, to look for possible
points of integration or collaboration
• Different levels of integration between platforms:
 Links to different platforms, with possible deeper integration
 News section
 Social media
Dissemination. It is proposed to use common hashtags for dissemination. This
brings messages to a broader audience. Other ideas are discussed, such as
votes from users and using P2P Foundation's blog
Issues related to the third and last round:
Engagement
• Hunting for communities. Put your content where people are.
• Discussion on concerns of privacy and ethical issues (e.g.: while scraping
data)
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Platform integration
• We might use technical protocols for interoperability
• Watch out for project license compatibility issues
• Building reusable applications
• IA4SI platform as central node for all CAPS platforms, with different levels
of integration with it. Another possibility: a Kune node to exchange
information among all the CAPS projects
• Using Decarbonet’s Media Watch for general monitoring
• Implement D-CENT’s digital currency for promoting participation in
several projects
Discussion on a future workshop on how to get people from communities,
internal scoping and collaboration among projects.

A view of the Workshop during the Knowledge Café
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Informal notes and coffee during the Knowledge Café

Brainstorming and task-oriented discussions
After the KC finished, we engaged on the second method. In a quick brainstorming,
and after a discussion for unifying several of the topics that arose, we ended up with
the following four topics that the participants wanted to explore in depth:
A) 90-9-1 rule: understanding internal user dynamics and engagement in online
communities
B) Organic vs Non-organic communities: approach towards software platform
design
C) Concerns about privacy and ethical issues (regarding focus communities
engaged in pilots)
D) Common software platform protocols: opportunities for technology reuse,
integration and improvement across projects
A summary of the ideas and actions discussed for each topic follows.
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Circle of chairs and plenty of paper sheets and pens for the
brainstorming to take place

A) 90-9-1 rule: understanding internal user dynamics and engagement in
online communities
This was found to be one of the most outstanding issues, and an issue of concern for
all projects. The 90-9-1 rule that was discussed in the KC was found interesting for
everyone, breaking it into three desirable dynamics:
• Attract new users to be aware of the software platform and use it as
viewers/readers, that is, to become part of the 90%. E.g. first users for Wikirate.
• Convince viewers to engage and participate actively, that is, to move from the
90 to the 9%.
• Encourage and incentivise occasional participants to become more and more
involved, that is, moving from the 9% to the 1%.
This group discussed previous successful and unsuccessful experiences, for instance:
• Rather than limiting to online interaction, performing face-to-face meetings with
communities and individuals within them during public events where they can
be invited is found important to establish ties and increase the participation.
• Having the notion that "your voice is going to be heard" was quite useful in an
EU project, in which the feedback of the users was sent to the EC.
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• Following IA4SI experience, they used monetary incentives with non-profits
organisations, in order for them to engage their members.
• They were rather useful in the moment, however once the project is done the
level of activity dropped significantly.
• Contests (giving IPads as reward) were also used in another project. This
produced a similar result: a high level of participation, which dropped
afterwards.
• It was also discussed the impact of the architecture implemented to allow
collaboration. This was considered important to take into account on the
preliminary stages.
• The group agreed on the difficulty of the challenge, and that in any case several
projects (IA4SI, P2Pvalue, D-CENT) are intended to study related issues during
the project.
Practical actions:
• Send an e-mail about the previous experiences of IA4SI in these issues.
• Invite each others to workshops related to the topic.
• Share successful engagement practices among all CAPS projects.
• IA4SI will help to identify project’s needs regarding communities.
P2Pvalue will provide access to the CBPP communities directory that is being built, in
case it may be useful as targets for other platforms.
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B) Organic vs Non-organic communities: approach towards software platform
design
Frequently software platforms are designed and developed by technicians and thus
they don’t take into consideration the vision of target communities. This issue can be
framed as an organic vs. non-organic approach towards platform design. That is,
existing organic communities need and request tools that are implemented specifically
for them; whereas groups of developers build them without a particular audience and
thus without taking into account the specificities of the communities that eventually
use them.
There are some audiences that might be receptive to certain issues. In the case of
climate change (Decarbonet): schools, public governments, green parties. In the case
of P2Pvalue: what value does the platform provide? Probably it would be suitable for
Google skeptics.
It is acknowledged that it would certainly be useful to provide quick ways to get
feedback from users and communities early in the projects to reduce this
communication gap.
Among the present CAPS projects we found at least two initiatives trying to avoid this
using agile software methodologies. D-CENT will use Lean UX, a mix of agile software
development and “Lean Startup”, i.e. an agile methodology for product and business
definition. On the other hand, P2Pvalue will follow Scrum, an agile methodology
focused on software development and that will engage social scientists during the
feature development process. Since UX Lean could contribute to a better
communication between technical and non-technical participants more than just help
development, P2Pvalue is going to asses the adoption of this methodology. In any
case, the conclusions of D-CENT UX Lean will be shared.
C) Concerns about privacy and ethical issues (regarding focus communities
engaged in pilots)
Several CAPS projects will need to collect data from the communications among users
of the online communities during the testing/piloting phases. Hence, platforms will
contain software features to manage this information that could imply ethical and/or
legal issues, particularly concerning private/personal data. The group shared their
approaches and previous practices, and agreed to prioritise ethical concerns during
their social research. The use of data mining was also discussed, attempting to draw a
line between the Facebook-like DM and the one planned to be performed in the
projects. These are complex questions difficult to answer during a short discussion, so
the exchange was reduced to sharing and planned exchange of references.
D) Common software platform protocols: opportunities for technology reuse,
integration and improvement across projects.
During the workshop it did become clear that projects would use different software
platforms technologies: Ruby, Java, Drupal, Wagn. As long as the projects have already
committed resources (e.g. partner expertise or people hired) according to those
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technical preferences, it is found unfeasible to reuse or share whole platforms among
projects. However, some common issues were depicted in this area.
Which protocols and standards to use in order to foster integration and open
platforms? A comprehensive list of current technologies used in social platform was
introduced (W3C, 2010). It was agreed to help in the next issue of that survey
including some additional technologies like Apache Wave, which is a core part of the
P2Pvalue platform/Kune. Most of these standards are currently supported by the W3C
and it was generally accepted to try to follow these standards when interoperability
was needed. Besides, Decarbonet agreed to evaluate Wave as a possible real-time
collaboration technology to be integrated in their platform. On the other hand, the
group discussed about the trends in software technologies to be aware of.

A view of some participants while exposing the topics found in the
brainstorming
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6 Study on software platforms
During the second day of the workshop, the participants received two new people:
another member of the UCM/P2Pvalue team and an invited researcher, Felipe Ortega,
expert analyst of Wikipedia’s big data (Ortega et al, 2008). Besides, the participants
moved to a new room (“Sala de Juntas”) where they were very interested in the 1930’s
original “Enigma” cryptographic machine exposed there (Kozaczuk, 1984). This
triggered interesting discussions on old and new methods of cryptography.
After presentations and informal discussions, the UAB/P2Pvalue team presented their
preliminary study on software platforms, where they aim to classify commons-based
peer production (CBPP) communities and the software platforms that sustain them.
This classification will be used for the construction of a large survey on CBPP that
P2Pvalue plans to launch during its first year. The discussions were strongly
theoretical, led by the most interdisciplinary participants, as it contained both
technical elements and a social sciences approach. The group provided feedback on
the characteristics that make a CBPP community one (criteria of delimitation), the
technical features a software platform may decide to have to handle the online
community, and the main factors for productivity of these communities.

A view of the original Enigma
cryptographic machine (1930) placed in
the 2nd day Workshop room
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7 Summary and conclusions
Summing up, the workshop accomplished its main goals of sharing information
concerning the CAPS software platforms, discussing a wide variety of issues, and
finding several ways of collaboration among the projects.
The workshop engaged participants from six CAPS projects, from both technical and
interdisciplinary profiles. The projects presented their platforms and received
feedback. Besides, several participatory dynamics took place in order to explore the
projects potentials and encourage collaboration among the projects. Some of the ways
the projects agreed in collaborating are: both Decarbonet and D-CENT will assess the
adoption of Apache Wave in their own projects; P2Pvalue and D-CENT will
communicate further concerning open protocols (OpenSocial, Wave); P2Pvalue
assessment of the UX Lean Design method of D-CENT; IA4SI received plenty of
feedback, tasks and ideas to be implemented in order to aid CAPS projects; P2Pvalue
acknowledging the interest of other projects on their CBPP directory and CBPP
theoretical results and thus will share them when completed; all projects agreed on
issues concerning platform interoperability or at least platform light integration; all
projects will exchange best practices concerning multiple topics (engagement of users,
handling with communities, events, ethical issues).

A paper flower during the Knowledge Café, representing the
pollination dynamic of travelling from table to table carrying the
knowledge of the previous discussions
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